San Diego Unified School District
DISTRICT SCHOOLS AND ADMINISTRATIVE LOCATIONS
BY SECTIONS/AREAS

Section A
Curie
Doyle
Spreckles
Standley
Torrey Pines
University City

Section B
Challenger
Dingeman
EB Scripps
Ericson
Hage
Hickman
Jerabek
Jonas Salk
Marshall Middle
Mason
Mira Mesa
MiraMar Ranch
Sandburg
Scripps Ranch
Twain Mesa
Walker
Wangenheim

Section C
Alcott
Barnard
Bay Park
Bird Rock
Cadman
Carson
Chesterton
Clairemont
CPMA
Crown Point
Field
Fletcher
Food Services
Hawthorne
Holmes
IMC
Innovation
John Muir
Kearny
La Jolla Elemenary
La Jolla High
Lafayette
Linda Vista
Lindbergh/Schweitzer
Longfellow
Madison
Marston
Mission Bay
Montgomery
Mt. Everest
Muirlands
Pacific Beach Elem
Pacific Beach Mid
PB Center
Revere
Riley/New Dawn
Ross
San Diego MET
Sequoia
Sessions
Toler
Twain Main
Whitman
Whittier
Cubberley
Dailard
De Portola
Farb
Foster
FPC/PPO
Gage
Green
Hancock
Hardy
Hearst
Henry
Jones
Juarez
Kumeyaay
Lewis
Marvin
Miller
Pershing
Serra
Taft
Tierrasanta
Transportation
Vista Grande
Wegeforth

Section D
Angier
Benchley/Weinberger
Emerson/Bandini
Florence
Garfield Elem
Garfield High
Golden Hill
Grant
iHigh/Ballard Center
Jefferson
Kimbrough
Logan
Loma Portal
Mckinley
Memorial Prep
Ocean Beach
Perkins
Point Loma
Rodriguez
Roosevelt
Rowan
San Diego
Sherman
Silver Gate
Sunset View
Trace
Washington
Edison
Encanto
Euclid
Fay
Franklin
Froese
Fulton
Hamilton
Hoover
Horton
Ibarra
Johnson
Joyner
Knox
Language Academy
Lincoln
Mann
Marshall Elem
Millennial Tech
Morse
Normal Heights
Nye
Oak Park
Pacific View
Leadership
Paradise Hills
Penn
Perry
Porter
Rolando Park
Rosa Parks
SCPA
Twain Morse
Valencia Park
Webster
Wilson
Zamorano

Human Resources